Classical Mythology List
Nagy/Burdorff

Primary:
3. Homer. *Iliad.* (Loeb/Murray or Lattimore, trans.)
4. *Odyssey.* (Loeb/Murray or Lattimore, trans.)
5. *Hymnical Hymns.* (Athanassakis, trans.)
6. *Orphic Hymns.* (Athanassakis, trans.)
7. *Greek Epic Fragments.* (Loeb)
   *Prometheus Freed,* "Prometheus Describes His Punishment."
17. Hyginus. *Fabulae.* [Pseudo-Hyginus, trans Grant or Smith/Trzaskoma]
23. Claudian. *Gigantomachy,* etc.
   *Rape of Proserpine.* [Loeb]
24. Dares Phrygius. [Loeb]
25. Dictys Cretensis. [Loeb]
32. Callimachus. *Hymn to Athena.*
34. Herodotus. *Histories* ("An Historical Interpretation of the Conflict Between Asia and Greece," trans. S. Shirley, and "The Egyptians on Whether Helen Ever Went to Troy.")
35. Horace. *Odes* (3.11: "The Danaids")

Secondary:
41. *Cambridge Companion to Homer.*
42. Cambridge Companion to Greek Myth.
43. Vermeule, Emily. Aspects of Death in Early Greek Art and Poetry.
44. Edmunds, Lowell and Alan Dundes. Oedipus: A Folklore Casebook.
   especially Peradotto. “Oedipus and Erichthonius.”
46. Loraux, Nicole. Tragic Ways of Killing a Woman.
47. Leach, Edmund. Claude Lévi-Strauss.
50. Detienne, Marcel. The Gardens of Adonis. (Trans. Lloyd, Janet)
52. Eliade, Mircea. The Sacred and the Profane.
54. Lord, Albert. Singer of Tales. (“Homer,” “The Odyssey,” “The Iliad,” Some Notes on Medieval Epic”)